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Release Notes Leica RTC360 Firmware v2.01
These Release Notes contain important information about the new Leica RTC360 firmware v2.01.

The new firmware can be obtained from your local Leica Selling Unit or can be downloaded from the Leica myWorld portal.

WHAT’s NEW

This is an engineering release to fix the following issues from firmware v2.0.

1. **Language file upload not working**
   On some instruments the upload of a new language did not work. This has been fixed.

2. **Front end message when ejecting the USB stick**
   When the “Eject” button was pressed to eject the USB memory device, it could happen that a Windows message opened with the following text: “RTC360Frontend.exe – No disk. There is no disk in the drive. Please insert a disk into drive F.” This window does not open any longer.

3. **WiFi password changed after instrument unlock by PUK code**
   After unlocking a locked instrument with a PUK code in some cases the WiFi password changed. This issue has been solved.

4. **Sound not working after instrument unlock by PUK code**
   After unlocking a locked instrument with a PUK code it could happen that the sound did not work. This has been fixed.

FIRMWARE INSTALLATION

- The new firmware v2.01 can be installed on any Leica RTC360 scanner, independent of any previous firmware version.

- Compatibility with Cyclone and Cyclone REGISTER 360
  - Cyclone v9.4 or higher is required to import FW v2.01 data
  - Cyclone REGISTER 360 v1.6 or higher is required to import FW v2.01 data